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Alien Landing
By Pie Corbett
The sun slipped behind the distant hills, painting the mountains red and black.
Shadows lengthened, deepening the darkness. Wind whispered through the

13
22

grass as if praying. Wearily, Tom and Jez picked up their fishing gear. It was

37

late and they knew that they would be in trouble. But holidays only came once

52

a year and they were just a mile from the cottage where they were staying.

67

“Come on,” mumbled Jez, picking up his rod and turning to go.

80

At that moment, the boys froze. From somewhere overhead they heard a low

93

whirring sound. A glowing light streaked towards the forest and then hovered,

105

casting beams down into the dark trees. The boys turned to each other,

118

thinking the same thing… aliens! Cautiously, they stalked the light source deep

130

into the forest. Without warning, wind blasted, tearing leaves off the trees.

142

Lights began to flicker in a mesmerising pattern.

150

Half stumbling through the foliage, Tom and Jez were drawn towards the light.

163

Crouching behind a bush, hearts thumping, they waited and watched. The

174

colossal spaceship was circular; hovering just above the ground. A door

185

opened. Out of the dark interior, a shadow began to move…

196

It was twenty-four hours later that Tom woke with a start, though at that point

212

he didn’t realise how much time had passed. He shivered, not remembering

224

anything. Beside him, Jez lay curled up innocently. Tom stared around him.

236

They were still in the forest and the bushes and grass had been trampled.

250

Trees were still smouldering. Of course… the spaceship!

258
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The sun slipped behind the distant hills, painting the mountains red and black.
Shadows lengthened, deepening the darkness. Wind whispered through the
grass as if praying. Wearily, Tom and Jez picked up their fishing gear. It was
late and they knew that they would be in trouble. But holidays only came once
a year and they were just a mile from the cottage where they were staying.
“Come on,” mumbled Jez, picking up his rod and turning to go.

At that moment, the boys froze. From somewhere overhead they heard a low
whirring sound. A glowing light streaked towards the forest and then hovered,
casting beams down into the dark trees. The boys turned to each other,
thinking the same thing… aliens! Cautiously, they stalked the light source deep
into the forest. Without warning, wind blasted, tearing leaves off the trees.
Lights began to flicker in a mesmerising pattern.

Half stumbling through the foliage, Tom and Jez were drawn towards the light.
Crouching behind a bush, hearts thumping, they waited and watched. The
colossal spaceship was circular; hovering just above the ground. A door
opened. Out of the dark interior, a shadow began to move…

It was twenty-four hours later that Tom woke with a start, though at that point
he didn’t realise how much time had passed. He shivered, not remembering
anything. Beside him, Jez lay curled up innocently. Tom stared around him.
They were still in the forest and the bushes and grass had been trampled.
Trees were still smouldering. Of course… the spaceship!
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